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Sigma Gamma Epsilon in the News 
Eta Epsilon Chapter Spring Initiation, 2016 
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sezdanowski@gmail.com 
The Eta Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Gamma Epsilon at Southern Utah University has had a 
busy year. During the fall semester the chapter sent four students to the Geological Society of 
America annual meeting in Baltimore, MD and three new members were initiated. During the 
spring, 2016, semester members of the chapter have participated in a variety of service events, 
including Cedar City's Children's Jubilee, the Science Fair, and speaking to local middle schools.  
The chapter initiated four new members during the semester. 
 
 
Eta Epsilon spring initiates: (L to R) Spencer McConkie, Westan Robertson, Mackenzie Cope, 
and Chesley Gale. 
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The Eta Epsilon chapter of Sigma Gamma Epsilon at Southern Utah University.  Upper row from 
left to right: Spencer McConkie, Brennan Brunsvik, Kate Kupfer, Stevie McDermaid, Richard 
Pratt, and Weston Robertson. Front row from left to right: Chesley Gale, Mackenzie Cope, 
Kate's Daughter, and Sarah Zdanowski. Jeff C.E. Yon and Dr. Johnny MacLean (faculty advisor) 
are missing from the photo. 
